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ions and sulfur atoms. Tho CO shows considerable structure throughout 

the spectrum. On the basis of absorption and CD alone, however, it 

would bo extremely difficult to distinguish the origin of the absorption 

band at 277 from that at 313 nm. However, the MCD of the 277 band 

differs strikingly from the rest of the spectrum. 3 ,4 For wavelengths 

greater than 300 nrn, the MCn is relatively broad and unstructured, 

while between 2S0 and 300 run it exhibits a ·sharp "s" shaped spectrum 

indicative of an orbitally degenerat~ ground or excited state. The 

chromophore responsible for the distinctive "s" shaped M~ is the 

aromatic amino'acid tryptophan whose lowest energy singlet excited 

state is known to be doubly degenerate. S The presence of tryptophan is 

indicated by the MCD even though the other aromatic amino acids and the 

iron-sul:ftm 'comp1ex also contribute to the MCD spectnUll at 280 run. Thus, 

MCO can detect the presence of certain special molecules in systems which 

contain overlapping absorption bands of several chromophores. We shall 

call these chromop-tores K:D markers. We shel1l outline the properties 

of a chromophore which make it an MCO marker, after discussing the CD 

of ferredoxin. 

Comparison of the spectra of the reduced and oxidized protein 

lFig. 2) shows much larger changes in CD than in absorption. These 

visible changes and ultraviolet in the CD are very diffirolt to inter

pret in tenns of the confonnation of ilie active site. 6 , 7 Note, 

however, that the CD of the 275 nm band changes sign when the protein 

is oxidized. The position and width of these bands in the reduced and 

oxidized states .suggest ~t they are mainly due· to the aromatic amino 

acids and the sign reversal of the CO su.gge~ts that the environment of 

t 
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Many biological mac:romolecules and subcellular particles contain 

more thnn one component which absorbs vi~ible or 'll traviolet light. 

0')' For example ,prot~ins may contain the' ~rornatic' amino acids 'tryptophan, 

, 

"'4 phenylalanine and tyrosine, which absorb below 315 nin', and one or more 

prosthetic groups or cofactors which absorb visib'le and ultraviolet' . 

light. Among subcellular particles, chloroplasts possess especially 

• 

. . ,", 

'complex absorption spectra due to chlorophyll, carotenoids, cytochromes, 

non-heme ir,on proteins, flavoproteins, quinones, and plastocyariin. It 

is often desirable to study such systems by a variety of spectroscopic 

techniques, each of which provides a different type' of infonnation. ,~ 

We shall discuss the interpretation of the natural and magnetic circular 

dichroismlCD 'and ~D) of rnultichromophoric systems., We wiSh to empha

size the compleme~tary nature of these techniques. 
", 

Spinach'ferredoxin lFd)·is a good example of a protein with more 

than Qne chromophore. " Ferredoxins are redox carriers found in' the elec

tron t~ansfer systems of a~ wide variety of organisms lfor a 'review see 
, , 

Ref. 1). :Depending on the source, ferredoxins contain from two to eight 
, 

iron ions' and' an equal number of inorganic sulfur atoms. The iron ions 

are complexed with the inorganic sulfurs and the sulfur atoms of cys teine 

residues. The' iron-sulfur complex gives rise to the broad absorption 
, , 

, . bands which extend throughout th~ visible and UV spectral regions . 
, ". ' 

~ Spinach ferredoxin contains two iron ions. In addition, there are also 
,# 

four tyrosine, tw~' phenylalanine, and one tryptophatle residues 2 which. 

absorb between 250 and 315 nm. 

,Figure 1 shCMs the absorption spect~'p; CD md'Mto of reduced 

sp~ch ferredoxin from 250 to 630 nm~ The 'visible 'and near UY absorp-

tion is prestUnab1y.due ,to charge transfer transitions between the iron 
o· 
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one or more of the aromatic acids has changed as a result of oxidation. 

One obvious explanation is that oxidation changes the tertiary structure 

of the protein which may be associated with its binding specificity ot 

the confonnation of the iron-sulfur complex. The aromatic amino acids 

are thus acting as probes of the conformation of the protein or "CD 

reporters". 

To qualify as an M:D marker, a chromophore must possess a 3-fold 

or higher axis of symmetry. ~, The symmetry need not be exact, however, 

'since small perturbations have little effect on the MCD. 9 In addition 

to tryptophan, purines tbut not the pyrimidines)6 and some metallopor

phyrins are good MCD markers, ,Cytochromes are particularly interesting, 

since in their reduced state they are excellent Men markers while in 

the oxidized form their Men is decreased by about a factor of 20. In 

a solution of oxidized cytochrome c which contains a few percent of the 

reduced form, the MCD clearly indicates the presence of the reduced 

material, while no indication of reduced protein is obvious in the absorp-
10 ' ' 

tion spectrum. Chlorophyll molecules are not good ~~D markers, since 

the degeneracy of their excited states has been lifted by the 5 member 

isocyclic ring. Thus, in chloroplast preparations one can detect reduced 

cytochromes even though they represent a small fraction of the absorption 

of the system. ll 

K:D markers often have a plane or center of symmetry and thus have 
." 

no CD of their own, These moleOJles or groups make excellent reporters 

since their CD is caused by' interactions with: the4' surroundings. 

The experimental techni~es for measuri;ng CD and ~ are very 

similar. However. the, ph)rsical b~i.s of the twophenanena are quite 
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, different, and, as we have shown, they provide complementary in£onilation 
. .' , 

about complicated biochemical systems. 
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Fig. 1. The absorption, (J) and M:D of reduced spinach ferredoxin in 

the visible and IN. The protein was extracted by the method of 

Tagalofa 'and Arnon
12 

and was dissolved in .1S M phosphate buffer I pH 7 e3. 

I It was reduced withsodim dithionito which contributes slightly to the 

W absorption spectrun.' .Measureme~ts were made with a spectrOmeter 

which has been described e ewher ,;10 
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Fig. 2. The absorption,.m and MJ) of oxidized spir.ach ferredoxin. 

The protein was in .15)( phosphate buffer, Pi 7.3, and was- autooxidized. 
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